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Art Books
Photography
Heritage, Museums & Arts

Photography

Yann Arthus-Bertrand
The Earth from Above
Yann Arthus-Bertrand,
Anastasia Mikova
Softbound
220 x 285 mm
432 pages
55,000 words
€29,90
Fall 2021

reduced
edition

new

Since it was first published in 1999, The
Earth From Above has met a recordbreaking, enduring success with more
than 3 million copies sold in 35 countries.
This reduced size edition with new texts,
updated figures and a selection of new
images is a vibrant homage to the beauty
of our planet and a powerful inspiration to
protect the environment.
Rights sold: upon demand

Woman
Yann Arthus-Bertrand,
Anastasia Mikova

The book accompanying Yann Arthus-Bertrand’s and
Anastasia Mikova’s ambitious movie, a powerful and
moving testimony on women around the world. Like

Softbound with flaps
220 x 285 mm
224 pages
42,000 words
€25
Spring 2020

Human, Woman simply asks the questions, each of
us will have to supply our own answers, carrying a
strong message of love and hope.
Rights sold: German, Japanese

Human
Yann Arthus-Bertrand

Based on Yann Arthus-Bertrand’s movie, Human
filmed in 60 countries, gathering over 2,000
interviews and new sequences filmed from the air.

Softbound with flaps
220 x 285 mm
224 pages
42,000 words
€25
2015

A reflection about the human condition in the 21st
century.
Rights sold: English, German
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Photography

Morocco from Above
Yann Arthus-Bertrand

The completely new edition of this classic book
showing today’s Morocco from the air.

Hardbound with jacket
220 x 285 mm
168 pages
12,500 words
€29.90
2018

Yann Arthus-Bertrand invites us to rediscover a
historic and breathtaking beautiful land—viewed
from above.
Over 100 unpublished photographs.
Rights sold: English

New York from Above
Yann Arthus-Bertrand

A splendid, thrilling tribute to the city that never
sleeps, with texts by NYC historian and cartographer

Hardbound
317 x 428 mm
216 pages
59,000 words
€49
New edition in 2014

John Tauranac, in an exceptional and lavish format.
This new edition includes new photographs and text.
Rights sold: English, German, Spanish, Italian,
Simplified Chinese

Earth from Space
Yann Arthus-Bertrand

From space, Earth is a magnificent sight, splashed
with vivid colors, patterns, textures, and abstract

Softbound with poster-jacket
245 x 340 mm
256 pages
50,000 words
€35
2013

forms. With over 150 breathtaking photographs taken
by the NASA and Astrium Satellites, Earth from Space
discusses the impact of deforestation, urban sprawl,
intensive farming, ocean pollution and more.
Rights sold: English, German, Spanish, Italian,
Simplified Chinese
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Photography

Matthieu Ricard
Motionless Journey
Matthieu Ricard

new

During his yearly retreat in the Himalayas,
Matthieu Ricard took a photo a week of

Hardbound
280 x 210 mm
192 pages
3,000 words
€25
Fall 2021

the landscape surrounding the hermitage,
capturing surreal lights and stunning
beauties of the mountains. An extended
and new edition of this splendid meditative
journey.

50 Years in the Himalayas
Matthieu Ricard

Matthieu Ricard recounts a life filled with beauty and
spirituality spent in the Himalayas in an illustrated
spiritual biography. With 350 photos, of which many

Hardbound
240 x 310 mm
352 pages
33,500 words
€40
2017

were never published before.
Rights sold: English, German, Dutch

Bhutan, Land of Serenity
Matthieu Ricard

A remote and secluded kingdom, Bhutan is a
legendary country which Matthieu Ricard could
access in privileged conditions as a monk and former

Hardbound with jacket
260 x 240 mm
232 pages
14,000 words
€40
2008

disciple to Dilgo Rinpoché. A complete, exceptional
account in images of “the land of the thunder dragon”.

Faces of Peace
Matthieu Ricard

Turning away from his earlier use of colour, Matthieu
Ricard shares unpublished images in pure and sober
black and white. From symbolic photographs to

Hardbound
250 x 180 mm
192 pages
6,000 words
€25
2015

more personal works, Ricard offers a new space for
meditation when facing a majestic landscape, a bright
smile, and life’s essential.
Rights sold: German
6

Photography

Wonder
Matthieu Ricard

Let yourself be filled with wonder, by
everything and nothing: by the simplicity
of a leaf, a twig, a stone, or a drop of

Hardbound
240 x 285 mm
216 pages
13,000 words
€29.90
Fall 2019

water. 150 breathtaking photographs, from
Argentina and Canada to Iceland and
Nepal by the best-selling author, Buddhist
monk, and photographer Matthieu Ricard.

Contemplation
Matthieu Ricard

“Let us dare altruism, let us dare to
put it at the heart of our decisions and
institutions and, above all, at the heart of

Softbound
250 x 175 mm
116 pages
3,000 words
€25
Fall 2019
Bilingual edition

our contemplation”
Through 40 black and white photographs
punctuated by thoughts, Matthieu Ricard
takes us into the unaltered vastness of
the landscapes of Tibet, Bhutan, Nepal
or elsewhere. He captures the tenderness
of a kindly radiant spiritual master or
an innocent looking child. His luminous
photographs, imbued with harmony,
immerse us in a universe of peace,
conducive to spirituality.

108 Smiles
Matthieu Ricard

108 photos of smiling people from the Himalayas, to
illustrate the beauty of this feature of humankind,

Hardbound
190 x 230 mm
192 pages
3,000 words
€25
2011

with an introduction co-written by Matthieu Ricard
and Paul Ekman, a renowned psychologist specialized
in facial expressions.
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Photography

Frank Horvat
Frank Horvat

new
This outstanding monograph retracing
Horvat’s 75-year career, paints a portrait

Hardbound
240 x 285 mm
256 pages
€39
Fall 2022

of the versatile genius whose conventionbreaking spontaneity and realism would
revolutionize the codes of fashion
photography. More than an homage to the
world of fashion, his work is a passionate
celebration of the beauty and diversity of
womankind.

Capturing Emotions
Sabine Weiss

At 96, Sabine Weiss, the most prominent female
representative of the French humanist photography
movement, presents 250 outstanding photographs in

Hardbound
240 x 285 mm
256 pages
€39
Fall 2020

a deluxe coffee table edition.
Her exceptional oeuvre, a tribute to the many people
she encountered in life, expresses her humanist
sensibility and a profound love of life.

Fred Boissonnas –
A Photographer’s Odyssey
Estelle Sohier, Lada Umstätter,
Nicolas Schätti

Fred Boissonnas is a true avant-gardist;
he travelled in Greece for over three decades,
experimenting photographic techniques. Between

Softbound with flaps
190 x 255 mm
192 pages
25,000 words
€32
Spring 2020

scientific analysis and poetic daydreams, his work is
emblematic and truly original.
Official catalogue for the Fred Boissonnas exhibition
that will take place in Geneva in 2020.
Rights sold: English, German

Roland & Sabrina Michaud
Enchanted Lands
Roland & Sabrina Michaud

For 50 years, Roland and Sabrina Michaud have
devoted their life to the study of Asian and Islamic
cultures in a fervent quest for beauty, wisdom and

PLC
220 x 285 mm
408 pages
29,000 words
€59
2015

absoluteness. This book is a complete retrospective of
their work.
A true inspiration and models for a whole generation
of photographers, Roland and Sabrina live in Paris
without a computer or cell phone.
8

Photography

MOMA Photographs
Quenton Bajac,
Sarah Meister

new

A collection of 230 photographs from the
most emblematic vanguard of European

Softbound with flaps
190 x 255 mm
352 pages
38,000 words
€39
Fall 2021

photography from the 1920s to the 1930s
(Berenice Abbott, Manuel Alvarez Bravo,
Claude Cahun, André Kertész, Germaine
Krull, Alfred Stieglitz, Paul Strand or
Edward Weston). Thomas Walter’s
collection invites professionals as well as
amateurs of the photographic medium to
apprehend through a new lens a moment
of collective innovation celebrated today
as one of the turning points of modern art.
Rights sold: upon demand

Chines
Marc Riboud

Over the course of five decades, Marc Riboud (19232016) has painted a fascinating and vivid portrait of

Hardbound
220 x 285 mm
304 pages
14,000 words
€59
Fall 2019

China, drawing on a rich and unique back catalogue
consisting of hundreds of black and white and colour
images, accompanied by a host of anecdotes, which
trace the revolution, in the fullest sense of the word,
that occurred in this country. His images are full of
beauty, strength, and truth.
Rights sold: Simplified Chinese

The Rencontres d’Arles –
50 Years of Photography
Françoise Denoyelle,
Sam Stourdzé
Softbound
190 x 255 mm
288 pages
29,200 words
€35
Spring 2019

Half a century of photographic creation seen
through the Rencontres d’Arles, a major rendezvous
of contemporary photography. Featuring 300
photographs, including works by Robert Frank, Annie
Leibovitz, Robert Doisneau, Karl Lagerfeld, Eva
Rubinstein, and many more.
Rights sold: Simplified Chinese
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Photography

Scarecrows, An Ephemeral Art
Hans Silvester

For decades, while wanderings through France,
Europe, Japan, Marocco, and Africa, Hans Silvester
has photographed hundreds of scarecrows, which,

Hardbound
240 x 310 mm
216 pages
2,500 words
€35
Fall 2020

just as our myriad of birds, little by little disappeared
from the countrysides. These photographs reveal
the fragility of these characters, sometimes funny,
sometimes ghostly, or simply soothing while paying
tribute to the cultures and civilizations who crafted
them.

Bruno Barbey – Passages
Bruno Barbey

Multiple award-winning Magnum photographer
Bruno Barbey has documented the world with a
profound and sensitive eye for over 50 years of

Hardbound
590 x 320 mm
384 pages
8,400 words
€79
2015
Bilingual edition French/English

travels. This sumptuous monograph displays his most
important works as a photojournalist and an acute
witness of the tormented history of our world.
Rights sold: Simplified Chinese

Venice
Philip Plisson

In a poetical stroll through the canals and the seaside
of Venice, Philip Plisson catches the dreamlike and

PLC with jacket
300 x 320 mm
264 pages
6,800 words
€35
2016

ethereal seascapes of a city intimately linked to water.
This book shows Venice, its palaces, its mysterious
and silent canals. A portrait of the city from afar at
sea level.
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Photography

Perceptions

series

new

“Perceptions,” a new collection dedicated to
the works of emerging photographers with
Softbound
170 x 240 mm
128 pages
4,000 words
€ 20,90

Elsa & Johanna

accompanying essays.

Thomas Mailaender

Marguerite Bornhauser

Veduta
Thomas Jorion

Thomas Jorion continues his exploration of
abandoned places. A moving journey through

Hardbound
320 x 260 mm
228 pages
2,000 words
€49
Fall 2020

magnificent abandoned castles, palaces and villas of
Italy, from the 17th to the 19th centuries. A splendid
tribute, made of unpublished photographs that takes
the reader in an immersive cultural experience.
Also available:
Silencio
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Heritage, Museums and Arts

Guillaume de Laubier

series

The Most Beautiful Churches in Europe
Guillaume de Laubier,
Jacques Bosser

Following the success of the former books in
the series, this new theme focuses on the most
remarkable Christian buildings throughout Europe.

Hardbound with jacket
280 x 280 mm
240 pages
30,000 words
€45
2018

Rights sold: English, German

The Most Beautiful Universities in the World
Guillaume de Laubier,
Jean Serroy

This opus invites us to a world tour of the most
beautiful universities in the world. A renewed
approach through history and architecture offering

Hardbound with jacket
280 x 280 mm
240 pages
30,000 words
€45
2015

an original and dramatic visit of these most
prestigious places of learning and science.
Rights sold: English, German, Japanese

The Most Beautiful Opera Houses in the World
Guillaume de Laubier,
Antoine Pecqueur

A lavish visual exploration of over 25 of the world’s
most stunning opera houses, by photographer
Guillaume de Laubier who travelled the world for

Hardbound with jacket
280 x 280 mm
240 pages
30,000 words
€45
2013

this book in 2013.
Rights sold: English, German

The Most Beautiful Libraries in the World
Guillaume de Laubier,
Jacques Bosser

The best-seller by internationally renowned
photographer Guillaume de Laubier, who takes the
reader on a journey to more than 20 of the most

Hardbound
285 x 285 mm
248 pages
30,000 words
€45
Republished in 2014

magical libraries, all architectural treasures.
Rights sold: English, German, Korean, Japanese,
Simplified Chinese
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Heritage, Museums and Arts

Remarkable Women! –
100 pioneering women
from around the world
Mélina GAZSI,
Suzanne KESTENBERG,
GOMARGU, Julie GAYET

100 portraits of trailblazing women whose
discoveries, contributions, eccentricities,
hopes, rebellions, sympathies, fights,
victories, and passions have forever

Softbound
170 x 225 mm
192 pages
50500 words
€19.95
Spring 2021

changed the world.

Behind the Scenes of the Louvre
Bérénice Geoffroy-Schneiter,
Lucile Piketty,
foreword by Henri Loyrette

series

In this book designed like a travel diary, we discover
the backstage of the biggest and most famous
museum in the world, the people working in the
shadows, carpenters, scientists, art historians,

Softbound with flaps
220 x 285 mm
240 pages
33,500 words
€29
2017

managers, restorers, and many more. It is the 5th opus
in our series “In the backstage”. A specialist and an
artist spent months investigating, to share the life
of the different people working there and to offer a
powerful and insightful vision.
Rights sold: Simplified Chinese

Also available:
Forthcoming titles:
Behind the Scenes at the Opera

Behind the Scenes
of the Comédie
Française

Behind the Scenes of
the Law

new

Chanel - The Making
of a Collection
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Heritage, Museums and Arts

Representations of Christ
in Literature and Art
Pierre-Marie Varennes
Edwart Vignot
Hardbound
240 x 285 mm
288 pages
97,000 words
€39,90

new

The episodic narratives of the words
and deeds of Jesus of Nazareth depicted
throughout the history of Western Art.
Drawing from an occasionally surprising
selection of illustrations, Pierre-Marie
Varennes examines nearly a hundred
works of art, in relation to both the actual
stories told in the Bible and passages
from important books about Jesus.
From early Christian to modern art, we
discover the extraordinary wealth of visual
interpretations that artists have made of
Christ, with a particular focus on historical
context of the artwork and the artists’
beliefs.

Cathedrals
François Icher

This book invites you to discover cathedrals and
the people who created them and built them. An
immersion into a distant and close period, this

Hardbound
179 x 285 mm
224 pages
50,000 words
€35
Fall 2019

journey to the land of cathedrals, without any
philosophical or religious consideration, aims to
embrace the context of these extraordinary projects,
where spirituality, politics, economics, social and
technical issues meet. A book to better understand
the challenges of conservation.

Versailles – Splendor and Intimacy
Yves Carlier

An illustrated journey through the iconic castle.
This book will lead you through private apartments
and famous areas of Versailles that made this castle

Hardbound with jacket
240 x 310 mm
240 pages
10,250 words
€39.90
2018

an incomparable reference: royal apartments,
royal chapel, Galerie des Glaces, salons, gardens,
Trianon, etc. This book will guide you not only
through Versailles décor but also through its furniture
and noble materials (porcelain, engravings, etc.).
Pictures taken by Versailles official photographers.
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Heritage, Museums and Arts

A History of Flip Books
Pascal Fouché

new

A long overdue reference book on the
history of the flip book! An unprecedented
reference book on a little explored subject

Softbound
179 x 285 mm
288 pages
€35
Fall 2021

under the form of a playful book-withinbook format, integrating 16 flip books.
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Heritage, Museums and Arts

Japan, a silent journey
Sandrine Bailly

A visual and literary journey inside the Japanese
soul and esthetics. Contemplate, wander, trace,
appear, haunt… Through 5 chapters and more than

Softbound
190 x 255 mm
256 pages
19,000 words
€39
Fall 2020

180 images, this book conveys a sensible geography
of Japan : the impermanence of things (wabi-sabi),
the hidden beauty of the world (yûgen), the halflight which reveals as much as it hides, or even the
memory of ancient tales are being discussed and
explored.
Rights sold: Spanish

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry –
The Most Beautiful Manuscripts
Nathalie des Vallières

Follow the path of a legendary writer through his
correspondence. Discover or rediscover, through
80 original manuscripts and unpublished letters,

Softbound with flaps
190 x 255 mm
216 pages
48,000 words
€29,90
Spring 2019

the life and work of one of the most famous writers of
the 20th century. Antoine de Saint-Exupéry is known
for The Little Prince but he was also a gifted artist and
an aviator - among other things.
Rights sold: Simplified Chinese
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Heritage, Museums and Arts

Bicycle trip
Céline Dubourg Treussier
& Vincent Treussier

new
A family of 4 crosses 18 countries from
Europe to Asia, travelling by bike. A book
presenting an original and sustainable way

Hardbound
220 x 285 mm
256 pages
84,000 words
€29.90
Spring 2021

to travel the world with a family, with an
intimate point of view.

Ticket to

series

Gaspard Walter

new

A photo and video travel journal collection
aimed at “young urban travellers”. The
concept includes full-page photos and very

Softbound with flaps
170 x 245 mm
336 pages
7,000 words
€25

little text for a contemporary and original
travel guide collection. In addition, online
video links offer an immersive experience
in the very heart of the country.

Also available:
Forthcoming titles:

Cuba, The Caribbean

Tokyo: 2017

Vietnam: 2013

New York: 2013

Thailand: 2012
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Heritage, Museums and Arts

The Beatles
Philippe Margotin

new
The ultimate book about the Beatles’
universe. A look back at the band’s

Hardbound
220 x 285 mm
408 pages
120,000 words
€39,95
Fall 2021

journey, from their formation at the end of
the 1950s (Quarrymen) to their separation
in 1970.
By Philippe Margotin, best-selling author
of the collection “All the songs”.

The Clash
Philippe Margotin

new
Founded in 1976 in London, The Clash
is the punk band the most important.

Hardbound
220 x 285 mm
408 pages
80,000 words
€39,95
Fall 2022

Between 1977 and 1985, they released 6
albums, pionnering the encounter between
rock, reggae and funk music. The book
will tell the story of the band in a fisrt part,
then explore its music and songs. A third
part will be about Clashmaniacs and cult
places.
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Heritage, Museums and Arts

The Mystery of Marilyn
Ian Ayres

new

For the 60th anniversary of Marilyn’s
death, a fascinating tribute to the greatest
actress of the xxth century. Thanks to

Hardbound
220 x 285 mm
208 pages
€32,90
Fall 2022

a ten-year investigation and exclusive,
in-depth interviews with Norma Jeane’s
relatives, childhood friends, confidants—
as well as researchers, psychologists and

The mystery
of Marilyn

key witnesses — the author discovered
previously undisclosed details about her
childhood and teenage years that shed

W H Y N O R M A J E A N E C R E AT E D M A R I LY N M O N R O E

Marylin_cover_V01.indd 5

new light on her creation of Marilyn
Monroe. The Mystery of Marilyn, comes in

15/10/2021 10:25

conjunction with a feature documentary,
under the same title, that will premiere at
Cannes Film Festival in May 2022 and then
be released in movie theatres.

Romy Schneider, Claude Sautet
Jean-Pierre Lavoignat

new

Romy Schneider and Claude Sautet have
done together five movies between 1969
and 1978, five masterpieces amongst the

Hardbound
220 x 285 mm
192 Pages
€32,90
Spring 2022

most intense the actress has appeared
in. This richly illustrated book will pay
a moving tribute to this extraordinary
artistic collaboration between a cult
actress and an immense filmmaker.

Paul Newman
Juliette Michaud
Foreword by Charlotte Rampling

new
A dazzling portrait of the great actor and
true gentleman in a gorgeously illustrated
volume, featuring a wealth of fascinating

Hardbound
220 x 285 mm
208 pages
€32
Fall 2021

interviews, and rare and iconic photos – of
Newman, his wife Joanne Woodward, and
all those who loved him.
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Fashion

Chanel
Chanel – The Making of a Collection
Laëtitia Cénac,
Jean-Philippe Delhomme

A gorgeously illustrated exploration of the history,
culture and design process of the famed fashion
house Chanel. The book focuses on the creative

Softbound
220 x 285 mm
240 pages
37,550 words
€29
Spring 2019

direction of Karl Lagerfeld and contains neverbefore-revealed information on Chanel’s creative
process.
Rights sold: English, German, Simplified Chinese, Korean

Coco Chanel – an Icon
Catherine de Montalembert

The illustrated biography of a legendary character,
Coco Chanel, in which Catherine de Montalembert
draws the intimate portrait of a woman born into the

Hardbound with jacket
220 x 300 mm
144 pages
28,300 words
€35
2012

most destitute background who revolutionized the
world of luxury and fashion.
Rights sold: German, Russian, Simplified Chinese

Chanel
Jean Leymarie

In less than a century, Chanel became a legend that
transcended fashion design to become a universal
name. This book, relying on the high points of art

Hardbound
240 x 310 mm
260 Pages
30,000 words
€59.80
2010

history, recounts the creative path of the legendary
Mademoiselle. Long out of print, this re-designed
edition of Jean Leymarie’s classic monograph is a
luxurious, glamorous complement to the literature
on Chanel.
Rights sold: English, Lithuanian, Simplified Chinese

Chanel and her World
Edmonde Charles-Roux

Over 230,000 copies
sold worldwide

Gabrielle Chanel is an icon of fashion, and can lay
claim to have invented the look of the 20th century.
Her life and accomplishment constitute one of the

Hardbound with jacket
197 x 260 mm
384 pages
83,300 words
€45.60
2004

great stories of the modern age. Through hundreds
of illustrations and the lively prose of Edmonde
Charles-Roux, her official biographer and close
friend, the glorious life of the incomparable Coco
shines again.
Rights sold: English, Portuguese, German, Russian,
Spanish, Simplified Chinese
22

Fashion

Lanvin

new
A wonderful tribute to the oldest
continuously active fashion house’s
132 years history with new eyes. The

Hardbound
190 x 260 mm
208 pages
€40
Fall 2022

book will look at the history from the
point of view of the present, highlighting
themes that are being re-imagined in
contemporary collections and tracing
their imagery and ideas back through
the extraordinarily rich [and largely
unpublished] archive of designs.

Marine Serre
Caroline Hamelle, Marine Serre

new
Winner of the immensely competitive
LVMH Prize in 2017, Serre has been
shaking up fashion codes since the launch

Hardbound
195 x 285 mm
192 pages
€35
Fall 2022

of her first collection via a crowdfunding
platform. The book offers a fascinating
portrait of a groundbreaking young
designer whose enormous talent and
eco-futuristic vision are redefining the
contours of fashion.

Mugler
Marie Colmant,
Manfred Thierry Mugler
Hardbound
245 x 350 mm
208 pages
17,000 words
€75
Fall 2019

Between fashion, art, and advertising, Thierry
Mugler’s universe is futuristic and fascinating.
Discover the work of this visionary in a collection of
outstanding and spectacular photographs – including
previously unseen ones – of men and women facing
the gigantism of the world.

Rights sold: English
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Fashion

Yves Saint Laurent
Farid Chenoune,
Florence Müller

One of the most distinctive and influential designers
of the second half of the 20th century, Yves Saint
Laurent takes his place in the pantheon of French

Hardbound
225 x 270 mm
360 pages
7,600 words
€45.90
2010

couturiers. This book is the first comprehensive
retrospective of his life’s work and reveals the
breadth and scope of his entire career. With a preface
by Pierre Bergé, the author explores the sources
of inspiration that drove Saint Laurent’s continuous
innovation.
Rights sold: English, Spanish

Yves Saint Laurent – Style
Collective

This retrospective book is the first to cover the
forty years of Yves Saint Laurent and highlights the
inventive character of the designer’s work. Over

Hardbound
225 x 270 mm
258 pages
33,000 words
€50.70
2008

160 of his finest designs and accessories, all taken
from the Fondation Pierre Bergé–Yves Saint Laurent
collection, are presented.
Rights sold: English

Louis Vuitton – The Birth of Modern Luxury
Paul-Gérard Pasols

The first in-depth portrait of one of the world’s bestknown luxury brands, this elegant volume traces
the remarkable history of the House of Vuitton,

Hardbound with jacket
240 x 310 mm
560 pages
105,000 words
€120
2012

which has been making practical but stylish luggage,
handbags, and accessories for more than 150 years.
This new edition includes 20 additional pages and
updated material throughout the book, covering
the brand’s recent history, with new texts and
photographs.
Rights sold: English, Simplified Chinese, Japanese,
Korean, Spanish
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Fashion

Patchworks
A mosaic of the world – in fabric
Catherine Legrand

new

An exceptional journey into the universal
art of patchwork! Featuring more than

Softbound with flaps
220 x 285 mm
216 pages
€29.90
Spring 2022

300 photos organized into an impressive
patchwork of cultures, this exceptional
journey into the techniques and traditions
of Asia, Africa, the Americas, and Europe
celebrates the beauty and diversity of the
craft of patchwork – and the craftspeople
themselves!

Indigo: The Colour that Changed the World
Catherine Legrand

The journey follows the blue thread that links Japan to
Central America via southern China, India, and Mali.

Hardbound with jacket
290 x 260 mm
288 Pages
47,500 words
€39.90
2012

It transports the reader into the realms of botany and
chemistry, of world exploration, commerce and the
slave trade, of cultural identity, medicine, folk beliefs,
handcrafts and globalization, the universality of
techniques and the particularity of fashions.
Rights sold: English, Japanese

From Head to Toes
Catherine Legrand

This colourful volume guides the reader on
an international tour, presenting in glorious

Softbound with jacket
240 x 285 mm
240 pages
30,000 words
€35
2017

photographs a raft of remarkable accessories,
hats, bags and shoes from all over the world. To
Catherine Legrand, accessories are a constant source
of inspiration, a catalogue of forms, patterns and
techniques, and an invitation to dream.

25

Fashion

Wax – 500 Fabrics
Anne Grosfilley

A comprehensive chronological overview and an
inspiring guide to a history of textiles and fashion
through 500 drawings of African Wax prints.

Hardbound
190 x 190 mm
384 pages
21,000 words
€25
Spring 2019

This gorgeously illustrated book traces the history
of each of the design, including textiles from the
1930s and 1950s, popular with contemporary
trendsetters. With 500 illustrations, including
400 new ones. By Anne Grosfilley, anthropologist
and author of Wax & Co.

African Wax Print Textiles
Anne Grosfilley

A thorough look at the printed textiles of Africa
through various themes: the production process,
the wax-print market, fashion… Based on very dense

Softbound with flaps
240 x 285 mm
264 pages
46,300 words
€35
2017

iconographic sources, culmination of a long field
work, this book pays a tribute to the exceptional
variety of styles present on the whole continent
resulting of the complex interconnection of Africa
with the rest of the world, made of colonialism,
apartheid, globalization and new technologies.
Rights sold: English, Italian, Japanese

Knitting and Philosophy
Luce Smits

22 knitwear models proposed by Luce Smits, worldrenowned designer and pattern maker. A highly

Hardbound
220 x 285 mm
160 pages
25,000 words
€30
Spring 2020

personal knitting handbook intimately related to the
four elements and ingredients of philosophy.

Also available:

Fishermen’s Knitwear
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Fashion

Women and jewellery
Pauline Castellani

new

An illustrated portrait of iconic women
who have created pieces of jewellery and
recreated the art of high jewellery in the

Hardbound
190 x 255 mm
192 pages
€29,90
Fall 2021

XXth century.

Scarves
Isabelle de Cours,
Sophie Tramier
Hardbound
260 x 260 mm
248 pages
22,000 words
€45
Fall 2020

Foulards are coming back in style! From vintage
pieces to brand new scarves. This book is a journey
into the world of foulards through a collection of
350 pieces, from anonymous creators to the greatest
designers: Burberry, Gucci, Ralph Lauren, Louis
Vuitton, Hermès, Christian Dior…

Fashion, a manifesto
Magali Moulinet-Govoroff,
Alice Meteigner
Softbound
170 x 225 mm
192 pages
39,300 words
€25
Fall 2020

This book is a manifesto that portraits the state of the
fashion industry and offers to investigate into 1001
answers to shop better by being more ethical, social
and sustainable. Recycling, upcycling, cloth rental,
scrap fabrics: you are being offered a mine of good
ideas.
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Natural Wonders

new
This lavishly illustrated book explores
visually stunning natural sites and present
the people that are working there to

Hardbound
220 x 285 mm
192 pages
€29,90
Spring 2022

protect them. Discover the endangered
fauna, the day-to-day victories, the
concrete solutions, and the original and
even unprecedented actions that need
to be taken to save the world’s natural
wonders for future generations.

Abyss

new

Michel Viotte with the collaboration
of Olivier Dufourneaud
Foreword by H.S.H Prince Albert II
of Monaco

Discover the great adventure of the
exploration of the ocean’s depth. The
exploration of the unknown world
has led adventurers, scientists, as well

Hardbound
220 x 285 mm
224 pages
50,000 words
€34,90
Spring 2022

as the military, to develop ingenious
technological and human solutions to
overcome the cold, the absence of light,
and the extreme pressures of this abysmal
environment.

The Mystery of Giants
Emmanuelle Grundmann,
Bruno David

The spectacular history of the giant vertebrates since
the extinction of the dinosaurs to the present day.
A striking book aimed at the general public.

Hardbound
240 x 285 mm
192 pages
36,000 words
€29.90
2018

Rights sold: Japanese, Simplified Chinese
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Space Travel,
Stories from Science and Fiction
Florence Porcel,
Roland Lehoucq
L’homme dans l’espace
entre science et fiction
Florence Porcel & Roland Lehoucq

new

An exceptional look at the major dates –
past and future – of the conquest of space,
with spectacular photographs from the

Hardbound
240 x 285 cm
216 pages
46,000 words
€35
Fall 2021

archives of NASA. Texts and images from
the fantastic journeys of science fiction
and Hollywood also feature prominently.

Mapmania
E. Didal,
Atelier Cartographik
Hardbound
240 x 310 mm
240 pages
50,000 words
€29.90
Fall 2019

They say a picture is worth a thousand words,
infographics and illustrations can say a million.
Through 100 visually dazzling maps, Mapmania offers
an incredible insight into the world we live in, opens
the eyes to new facts and captivates imagination.

100 Infographics
to Understand Economics
Yann Tampéreau,
Sylvain Baillehache,
Cédric Thellier, Gaël Etienne
Softbound with flaps
180 x 230 mm
160 pages
37,000 words
€19
2018

series

With 100 computer graphics, these books examine
important issues about economics and religions
from every angle, because a good picture is worth
a thousand words. A new approach, which enables
readers to make instant sense of complex issues.
Rights sold: Complex Chinese, Simplified Chinese
Also available: 100 Infographics
to Understand Religions
Matthieu Grimpet- €21 - 2016
Rights sold: Japanese
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French château style
Catherine Scotto, Marie Pierre Morel
Foreword by Jean-Louis Remilleux
Hardbound
220 x 285 mm
240 pages
19,000 words
€39
Fall 2021

new

An exclusive tour of French historic
residences recently renovated, either in
the most traditional or contemporary
way. The hidden treasures of the heritage
of France told through the stories of
exceptional castles. A must-have for
interior design and heritage lovers.
Rights sold: English, German

Morocco, Art de Vivre & Design
Catherine Scotto,
Nicolas Mathéus
Hardbound
210 x 285 mm
192 pages
20,000 words
€29.90
Spring 2022

new

An unprecedented look at Moroccan
lifestyle and design today. With the 2017
opening of the Yves Saint Laurent Museum,
all eyes were turned to Marrakech.
The building was inspired by a new
generation of Moroccan designers who
have abandoned the simplistic principles
of Orientalism, the antithesis of what
Moroccan culture stands for.
Rights sold: English, German

Portugal,
Art de Vivre & Design

Forthcoming title :
Balearic islands

Hardbound
210 x 285 mm
192 pages
14,500 words
€29.90
Spring 2020

Alternative Living Spaces
Maryse Quinton
Foreword André Tavares

Alternative Living Spaces celebrates fuller, freer, and
less regulated ways of living. The publication features
a selection of homes, or should we say living places,

Softbound
190 x 255 mm
240 pages
25,000 words
€27
Spring 2021

from the most radical to the more mundane, whose
architecture plays a critical role in defining how we
live. An illuminating look at the changing lifestyles
characteristic of our times.
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Sculpting light,
Contemporary Lamp design
Foreword by Inga Sempé

new

A wonderful survey on the art of designing
lamp taken to a new level. 500 examples
of contemporary lamp designs, covering

Hardbound
220 x 285 mm
408 pages
€45
25,000 words
Spring 2022

lighting of all kinds, some with surprising,
fantastical appearances.

Design for the little ones
Agata Toromanoff

new

An introduction to the art of designing
furniture, accessories and toys for kids.
A richly illustrated survey of this little

Hardbound
190 x 225 mm
256 pages
€24,90
20,000 words
Fall 2021

explored area of modern design
Rights sold: Italian, English

Sustainable Design
Geneviève Gallot
Foreword Cynthia Fleury
Softbound with flaps
220 x 285 mm
272 pages
53,000 words
€32
Spring 2020

Facing the alerts of climate change, some designers
have decided to react and to take sustainability
into account when designing products. This book
highlights the commitment, the imagination and
the humanism of some 40 of these “sustainable”
designers, from Philippe Starck to Jasper Morrison.
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Vulva, Penis and Vibrator
Maïa Mazaurette

An A to Z of sex, and everything in between, with
130 words chosen by sexpert Maïa Mazaurette. What

Softbound
170 x 225 mm
192 pages
40,400 words
€20
2021

if we talked about sex the way we do a good plate of
pasta? “Talking about sex” is still a highly divisive issue.
Maïa Mazaurette gives us a dictionary of sex with
words from A - for “adoration” - to Z - for “zone,” by
way of “voyeurism,” “nipple clamps,” “super orgasm”
and “vagina dentata”... A must read for perennial sex
students everywhere!
Also available:
Sex according to Maïa
Rights sold : Portuguese

Finding your inner spark!
Vanessa Cahierre,
Nadège Fougeras

A practical guide to self-discovery and liberation in
times of transition. The authors combine coaching
skills and personal development techniques with

Softbound
145 x 220 mm
224 pages
42,000 words
€16.90
2021

the latest in scientific research, in an easy-to-read
insightful guide to opening new possibilities and living
life wholeheartedly.

Seasons, an inner transformation
Anne Ducrocq

Brimming with a superb selection of evocative
illustrations (artworks, posters, fashion photography,
and so on), this beautiful and innovative self-help book

Softbound with flaps
220 x 285 mm
192 pages
30,900 words
€25.90
2021

takes readers through the four seasons of personal
growth. A must-read for anyone on a path to selfdiscovery.

Breathtaking
Fiona Malagutti
Foreword : Yann Arthus-Bertrand

A tale of strength and courage, Fiona, 31, travels the
entire South American continent, despite her cystic
fibrosis. The goal? To prove that it is possible to

Softbound with flaps
140 x 205 mm
288 pages
23,500 words
€19,90
2021

achieve meaningful and extraordinary life projects
despite the difficulties imposed by the disease. An
ode to life to relish without moderation.
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Let’s Go with Breast cancer !
Abelia Becker,
Marie Assénat

new

Breast cancer is the most commonly
diagnosed cancer in women worldwide:
1 in 8 women will face the challenges

Softbound
144 x 220 mm
192 pages
32,000 words
€22,90
Fall 2021

of breast cancer during their lifetime.
Determined to recount her experience,
Abelia Becker teamed up with her friend,
the illustrator Marie Assénat, to give us the
complete “travel guide” to everything you
need to know for navigating the choppy
waters of breast cancer: practical tips for
preparing the journey, recommended
itineraries, levels of difficulty, little-known
addresses, and favorite places…

The Power of Being Present
Elisabeth Marshall-Hannart

new

A philosophical approach to experiencing
self: an invitation to mindfulness with
mind-body exercises for anchoring

Softbound
140 x 190 mm
224 pages
€15,90
Spring 2022

yourself to the present moment,
transforming the way you interact with
others, and heightening your awareness of
the world around you.

Alzheimer, a practical school
of benevolence
Colette Roumanoff

new

An original approach to talking about
Alzheimer’s with a practical book to create
or recreate a new relationship to the ill

Softbound
140 x 205 mm
224 pages
34,000 words
€19,90
Fall 2021

person, via benevolence and kindness.
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Christophe Felder
Entremets
Christophe Felder,
Camille Lesecq

Christophe Felder and Camille Lesecq
celebrate a staple dessert, entremets, in a
practical book gathering 40 recipes, with

Hardbound
220 x 285 mm
224 pages
32,000 words
€35
2020

guides and detailed sketches to help you in
your culinary path!
Entremets allow for playing with texture
and layer different preparations to create
delicate and tasty recipes. Whether with
biscuit, ganache, mousse, shortbread,
cream, dacquoise… Or it is chocolaty,
fruity, mellow, crunchy… the possibilities
are endless.

Also available:
Yule Log Cakes

190 x 310 mm - 240 pages - 54,000
words - €35 - 2017

Rights sold: Simplified Chinese,
Complex Chinese
Galettes

220 x 285 mm - 240 pages - 38,000
words - €35 - 2018

The Freshest Ice Creams of Our Dreams
Christophe Felder

80 ice cream and sorbet recipes that will melt your heart!
Discover a large selection of recipes that are simple, classic or

Hardbound
190 x 255 mm
192 pages
14,700 words
€25
2020

more creative, to prepare speciality desserts for all ages and all
occasions.

Rights sold: Simplified Chinese

Also available:
Gratins

190 x 255 mm - 192 pages - 20,300 words €25 - 2019

Stews

190 x 255 mm - 192 pages - 20,000 words €25 - 2018

Forthcoming title : Pies
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Cookies: A Complete Guide
to Sweet Success
Christophe Felder,
Camille Lesecq

new

The ultimate guide to cookie making
with renowned French pastry chefs,
Christophe Felder and Camille Lesecq.

Hardbound
185 x 250 mm
384 pages
Wordcount TBC
€35
Fall 2021

This comprehensive anthology features
a selection of over 150 recipes, including
pastry-making classics, regional specialties,
and childhood favorites. It also includes
thirty essential recipes for making jams,
compotes, and creams, along with a host
of decorating tips for aspiring and expert
pastry chefs alike.

Also Available:
My Little Patisserie

185 x 250 mm - 352 pages - 53,000 words - €35 - 2019

Rights sold: English, Dutch, Italian

Patisserie
Christophe Felder

best-seller
All the classic French pastries made accessible for home
cooking. 3,200 photographs lead the reader through every

Hardbound with foam
185 x 250 mm
880 pages
151,400 words
€40.50
2010 – New edition in Fall 2019

step of the recipes. Whether used to develop skills or to
refine techniques, to gain or simply broaden a repertoire,
Patisserie dispels the mystery around classic French
pastries, so that everyone can make them at home.
New collector edition – with 80 bonus pages dedicated
to savoury pastry.
Rights sold: English, German, Dutch, Spanish, Italian,
Simplified Chinese, Complex Chinese, Korean, Turkish

Gateaux: 150 Large and Small Cakes,
Cookies and Desserts
Christophe Felder,
Camille Lesecq

Christophe Felder’s illustrated cookery books in homage to
the great classics of French pastry. This opus features 150
recipes tested and refined by the master himself, arrayed in

Hardbound
220 x 285 mm
384 pages
66,600 words
€35
2015

10 categories: chocolate, fruits, world fusion, simple, special
occasions, just for kids, pastry cakes, Sunday brioche, small
cakes, and frosted cakes.

Rights sold: English, Dutch, Italian
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The 50 chef’s cakes you should
taste before you die
Hélène Luzin

50 renowned pastry chefs share their
creation secrets and the recipes of their
signature cakes. A must-have for pastry

Hardbound
190 x 255 mm
392 pages
79,000 words
€39
2021

lovers.
Rights sold: Complex Chinese

Also available:
50 chef’s dishes you should taste before you die

Eclairs, 20 years of creation
Christophe Adam

It has been 20 years already! In order to celebrate
this anniversary accordingly, Christophe Adam
pays tribute to one of the tastiest and most unusual

Hardbound
195 x 285 mm
512 pages
108,800 words
€49
2020

pastries of the French cuisine: the eclair. By blending
tradition and creative audacity, this talented pastry
chef dares to distort the classical eclair and its choux
pastry, whom the traditional color goes from coffee
to chocolate, and composes 200 perfumes and
recipes to rediscover it.
Rights sold: Russian

Sweet Moments at the Ritz Paris
François Perret

Discover the atmosphere of the Ritz Paris and
celebrate every sweet moment of the day with

Hardbound
220 x 285 mm
200 pages
36,000 words
€29
2019

delicious and generous recipes, from breakfast to tea
time to evening desserts. For the more experienced,
five haute patisserie recipes are also available along
other simpler recipes. François Perret, a chef at the
famous hotel and Patissier of the year in 2017, leads
us into a creative and gourmet whirlwind illustrated
with gorgeous photographs.
Rights sold: Simplified Chinese
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Cyril Lignac
Homemade
Cyril Lignac

series

1,500,000 copies sold!

FRANCE’S BEST-SELLING SERIES !
An essential, ultra-practical and unassuming cooking

Softbound
170 x 240 mm
112 pages
Around 16,000 words each
€12.90
Fall 2021

book to brighten your lunches and suppers with
some delicious, crunchy, crisp, and gourmet recipes
to enjoy on your own or to share with some sweet
company, friends or family.
Now with a Patisserie special !

Also available:
Homemade 1, 2, 3 and 4

Seasons!
Cyril Lignac,
Jérôme Galland

After the great success of Pâtisserie, discover Cyril
Lignac’s new bible, Seasons. The book is organised
around seasons: each part introduces recipes,

Hardbound
195 x 280 mm
224 pages
28,000 words
€25
2019

the chef’s techniques, condiments, products, and
cocktails. 80 delicious seasonal recipes: mostly
savoury dishes but also a few desserts. A generous,
subtle, creative book, just like Cyril Lignac.

Pâtisserie

70,000 copies sold

Cyril Lignac,
Jérôme Galland

Cyril Lignac – crowned by one Michelin star –
opens for us the sweet gates of patisserie. Between
revisited classics, sweeties, seasonal cakes and

Hardbound
220 x 285 mm
224 pages
31,000 words
€25
2017

signature creations, 60 recipes that everyone can
reproduce and enjoy the delicious inventions of a top
personality chef.
Rights sold: Simplified Chinese
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Pierre Hermé
Infinitely Pastry
Pierre Hermé,
Laurent Fau

new
Discover the secrets of gourmet pastry
making with 66 original recipes by
acclaimed French pastry chef Pierre

Hardbound
220 x 285 mm
224 pages
54,000 words TBC
€35
Fall 2021

Hermé! With this collection of hautepatisserie, including pastries for breakfast,
snack time, lunch, teatime, and dinner,
readers can make every moment of the
day a gourmet experience.

Infinitely Macaron
Pierre Hermé

60 new elegantly photographed macaron recipes, Pierre
Hermé’s iconic dessert

Hardbound
240 x 285 mm
288 pages
70,000 words
€39
2020

The book offers an immersion in Pierre Hermé’s creative
world, with insides about the birth and the blend of his
perfumes, and interviews with producers.

Also available : Macaron – Collector edition

240 x 285 mm - 264 pages- 55,800 words - €35 - 2018

Rights sold: English, German, Spanish,
Complex Chinese, Korean

Pierre Hermé – Pastries
Pierre Hermé,
Laurent Fau

After divulging the intriguing stories behind the
creation of 50 iconic desserts, master pastry chef
Pierre Hermé shares his recipes of the great classics

Hardbound
300 x 260 mm
288 pages
53,800 words
€45
2011

of French pastry and of other ultimate desserts
from around the world—and then he reveals how to
reinvent them.
Rights sold: English, Complex Chinese
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Julien Dugourd, Pastry Strong,
A Personal Journey
Julien Dugourd,
Leslie Gogois, Philippe Vaurès
Hardbound
195 x 285 mm
256 pages
32,000 words TBC
€39
Fall 2021

new

The inspirational story of Julien
Dugourd, the head pastry chef of the
two Michelin star restaurant La Chèvre
d’or located in the French Riviera hotel
that shares the same name, in an elegant
volume featuring 60 iconic desserts and
a series of interviews with Dugourd’s
culinary mentors.

The Delicate Art of Pastry
Making
Nina Métayer
Mathieu Salomé
Hardbound
220 x 285 mm
224 pages
37,000 words
€35
Fall 2021

new

Award-winning pastry chef Nina Métayer
puts her artistry and refined gourmet
palate to work to create exceptional
desserts infused with emotion,
authenticity, and pleasure. With 50
recipes, from the straightforward to the
complex, this comprehensive step-bystep guide explores the inspiring world of
Métayer’s confectionary creation.

Measured indulgence
Frédéric Bau

MEASURED INDULGENCE is a
revolutionary alternative approach to
pastry-making, promoting the consumer’s

Hardbound
220 x 285 mm
336 pages
102,600 words
€49
2020

nutritional welfare and the protection
of the environment – without any loss of
flavor
Rights sold: English, Italian, Spanish,
Japanese
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Basque

new

Pascal Arcé, Pierrick Jégu,
Louis Laurent Grandadam

100 recipes celebrating the culinary
heritage of the Basque Country, with stories
from Pascal Arcé, at the helm of a hotel-

Hardbound
220 x 285 mm
384 pages
46,000 words
€45
Fall 2021

restaurant handed down in his family since
1864, and vivid photographs of both food
and place. Discover the Basque cuisine,
generous, delightful, and full of character,
as per the territory and its inhabitants.

Also available:
Alsace

Gérard Goetz, Jean-Paul Frétillet
408 pages - €45 - 2019

Breizh Cooking

Thierry Breton
416 pages - €45 -2017

Marseille, a world feast
Vérane Fédriani
Softbound
190 x 255 mm
256 pages
110,000 words
€29,90
2021

new

The authentic flavors of Marseille
– France’s oldest city and its great
southern gateway spread out along the
Mediterranean – are embodied by the city’s
cuisine and cooks. With Vérane Frédiani’s
unique portrait of a city by way of its food,
cooks and iconic figures share recipes –
70 in all – from pizza to couscous, not to
mention the inevitable garlic and herbs.
A cookbook that offers something for
everyone, whether fish lover, meat eater, or
street food enthusiast…

The soul of Sicily
Ignazio Messina
Philippe Toinard
& Caroline Faccioli

Discover the Sicilian soul in 60 mouthwatering,
authentic recipes. Ignazio Messina invites us on a
Vespa tour to discover the heart of Sicily and its
multicultural culinary traditions, with influences

Hardbound
195 x 280 mm
256 pages
26,000 words
€35
2021

from Italy (whose cuisine is on the Unesco’s List of
Intangible Cultural Heritage), Spain, Greece, and
North Africa. An authentic family cuisine prepared by
a generous and highly charismatic chef.
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Scottish Fare,
60 Delicacies from the Highlands
Oats, Haggis and Cranachan
Sarah Lachhab,
Aurélie Bellacicco

new

With 60 recipes – from traditional dishes and
pub menu favorites to haggis and scones –
the book invites the reader on a journey to

Hardcover
179 x 285 mm
192 pages
€25

Scotland, in a gorgeously illustrated guide to
the culture, cuisine and traditions of the land
of tartans, oats, and whisky.

Babunia
Ewelina Orman,
Louis Laurent Grandadam

new
A journey to the heart of Eastern Europe
with 60 family favorites. Discover the tastes
and aromas of a Polish childhood, with

Hardbound
170 x 240 mm
160 pages
€19,90
Fall 2021

piping-hot pierogis and pungent stews, with
tangy sweet-and-sour salads and fragrant
fresh-cut herbs, not to mention the myriad
cheesecakes, babkas, and traditional Eastern
European cakes made with seasonal fruits,
nuts, and chocolate.

A Culinary Journey
to the Mediterranean
Mireille Sanchez

new

The ultimate culinary guide to the cuisine
of 24 Mediterranean countries with more

Hardbound
195 x 285 mm
1088 pages
420,000 words
€45
Fall 2022

than 1300 hearty recipes jampacked with
vibrant flavor. By the author of Le Poulet
voyageur, winner of the “Best Cookbook
of the Year” at the 2019 Gourmand World
Cookbook Awards.
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Rotisserie Grilling
Valéry Drouet
Pierre Louis Viel

new
80 spit roast recipes, from moist and
meaty skin-on chicken thighs to melt-inyour-mouth roast potatoes with Espelette

Hardbound
190 x 255 mm
224 pages
25,000 words
€25
Fall 2021

pepper… So, fire up your rotisserie – in the
oven or over an open fire – and let your
creative juices flow, whether roasting fish,
vegetables, or even fruit…

Charcuterie
Guy Krenzer,
Philippe Toinard
Hardbound
195 x 285 mm
400 pages
75,900 words
€49
2019

Discover charcuterie and cold cuts from France and
abroad. From the preparation and history to the best
recipes on your plate. This book is a stroll in the world
of saucissons, terrines and foie gras among many
others. A history of gourmet and craftsmanship.

Game and Venison
Bruno Doucet,
Louis Laurent Grandadam
Hardbound
220 x 285 mm
384 pages
80,000 words
€49
2018

Game is a form of culinary heritage which Bruno
Doucet is committed to conserving while reinventing,
with his stocks, soups, terrines, stews and some of
the great classics of French cuisine. In the kitchen,
he serves up every imaginable variation through
100 recipes to delight the palates of confirmed experts
as well as hesitant newcomers.
Rights sold: Spanish, Dutch, Japanese
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Soup Lover’s Diary
Julien Ponceblanc

new
This Soup Lover’s diary provides plenty
of inspiration to explore all your soup

Hardbound
170 x 240 mm
160 pages
40,000 words
€19,90
2021

cravings, for every occasion. Real soup
passionate, the author presents 60 recipes
that fit the universal moments of gathering
and sharing. Varied, easy to cook, and
comforting, the soups you will discover
in this book will bring you a wave of

Forthcoming title :
Soup Lover’s Album

optimism and tenderness.

The magic of honey
Diane de Saint-Marc
Coralie Ferreira
Softbound
170 x 225 mm
160 pages
26,800 words
€19,90
Fall 2021

new

Honey, in essence, is the magic of
nature. In this passionate account of an
environmentally indispensable profession,
the author reveals the incredible story of
the world of bees, from the harvest and
the hive to the flowers, trees, and plant
varieties that lend their characteristics
to the many different types of honey.
Discover all the versatility, goodness, and
delicate flavors of honey in 60 recipes.

Vegetal
William Ledeuil,
Louis-Laurent Grandadam

Simple and practical cookbooks by chef William
Ledeuil. This chef, who was crowned Cook of the Year
in 2010, explores and reveals the fantastic flavours from

Hardbound
190 x 255 mm
228 pages
30,900 words
€39,90
2020

all around the world, from pasta to broth. The recipes
are sublimated by beautiful photographs by LouisLaurent Grandadam.

Also available :
Broth and Stock:
Rights sold : German, Dutch, Spanish, Italian
Pasta
Rights sold : Spanish
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The Essentials
Catherine Kluger

new
A toolbox for achieving a healthy,
sustainable diet. Delicious farm-fresh food

Softbound
190 x 255 mm
224 pages
27, 500 words
€25
2021

to enjoy with family and friends, without
running yourself ragged ! A cuisine for
today’s sustainability-minded cooks,
brimming with handy tips and inspired
by the need to reconnect, to discover the
pleasure of authentic flavors and simple
living. Rediscover the authentic goodness
and flavor of unprocessed ingredients and
join the fight to put an end to waste.

A Day with Alice
Alice Moireau
Paul-Henry Bizon
Softbound
170 x 225 mm
160 pages
12,000 words
€19,90
2021

new
The street-chic darling of the Generation
Y fashion world secretly cultivates
another passion: cooking! With her debut
cookbook, Alice welcomes us into her
culinary world with sixty recipes, from
traditional favorites to contemporary
delicacies inspired by sources near and far.

100 No-recipe Recipes
Sophie Dudemaine

new

100 No-recipe Recipes is an invitation to
improvise, a practical guide to making

Softbound
190 x 255
224 pages
€24,90
11000 words
Fall 2021

quick, intuitive, and practical dishes
with cooking steps directly imbedded
in the photos and simple pictograms to
understand everything at a glance.
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Shabbat Dinners
Carole Zibi
Leslie Gogois
Guillaume Czerw

new
In an initiatory, spiritual and gourmet
journey, Shabbat Dinners celebrates the
great diversity of Jewish cuisine, conjuring

Hardbound
190 x 255 mm
360 pages
37,000 words
€39
Fall 2021

up the emotions and flavors of childhood
Shabbat meals bring new life to your
Friday night dinners, while providing the
uninitiated with the chance to discover the
rich diversity of Shabbat specialties.

Fish in the Raw
Carrie Solomon

Carrie Solomon, offers advice on
conciliating raw fish eating trends and

Softbound
170 x 225 mm
160 pages
30,000 words
€19,90
2021

ecological concerns, with 60 virtuous
recipes from sustainable fishing, and tips
on eco-responsible shopping. Discover
preparation and conservation techniques,
sauces and condiments, recipes on the go,
salads and bowls, and platters for sharing.

Forthcoming title:
Breakfast All Day

Anti-Waste
Peelings, Tops and Cores
Aurélie Thérond
Illustrations by Claire Curt

series

A zero-waste book to teach you how to use your
vegetable and fruit leftovers. Jams, soups, pies, and
natural flavor enhancer: you will be demonstrated

Hardbound
179 x 285 mm
160 pages
16,000 words
€19,90
2021

that tops and cores have a lot to offer! This
complete use of orchards and gardens products
is both economic and tasty while being also
ecological!
Also available:
Bread and wine
White and yolks
Rights sold: Italian
Forthcoming title:
Whithout Flour and Eggs
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Fruits

series

Régis Marcon

new

Michelin three-starred chef Régis Marcon
is internationnally considered a master

RÉGIS MARCON

LÉ
GUMES
FRUITS
7065
L ÉGU
FRUITS
MES
GE ST E S T ECH N IQU E S
10
0 R ECET T E S
130
Photographies Philippe Barret
Stylisme Nathalie Nannini

in gastronomy. These lavishly illustrated

Hardbound
220 x 285 mm
432 pages
€45
Fall 2021

cooking books reflect his love of nature
and great respect of ingredients. Each one
is dedicated to one family of ingredients
and accompanied by delicious recipes :
Mushrooms, Fresh Herbs, Pulses and cereals,
Vegetables and now Fruits. Pulses and cereals
has won the Antonin Carême award in
2018.
Also available :
Vegetables
Pulses & Cereals
Fresh Herbs
Mushrooms

M. – The Great Book of Michelin
Collective
Coedition with Michelin

Travel the world with the Michelin inspectors and
discover the richness of world cuisine. M. is a true
immersion into the culinary heritage of 13 countries:

Hardbound
230 x 300 mm
384 pages
120,000 words
€39
2019

it deals with everything related to cuisine, directly
or indirectly: wines, portraits of chefs, emblematic
dishes, events, traditions… With 400 photographs
and 200 illustrations, M. is fun, serious, informative,
abundant, delightful… it is everything a foodie needs

Rights sold: Simplified Chinese,
German, Japanese, Spanish

for a true culinary adventure.
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Leeks, onions, and friends
Natacha Arnoult
Delphine Constantini
Hardbound
179 x 285 mm
160 pages
17,000 words
€19,90
Fall 2021

new

Rediscover the lily family, between leeks,
garlic, and onion. With 50 recipes, the bearded
veggies belong to a special place in our
culinary heart… Forever

Harvests
Jean-Baptiste Cokelaer

We all have a forest, a bit of nature inside of us. JeanBaptiste Cokelaer teaches us to rediscover the pleasures
of wandering into the woods, to harvest mushrooms

Hardbound
190 x 255 mm
360 pages
43,800 words
€39
2020

or wild plants or just for the sake of reconnecting with
what’s essential: nature.

Cooking from the Earth
Gaël Orieux,
Jean-Claude Amiel
Hardbound
220 x 285 mm
408 pages
70,000 words
€45
2019

series

Real culinary bibles by Gaël Orieux, these two volumes
present products from the earth (fruits and vegetables)
and products from the sea exhaustively. Each book
presents about 100 products and how to cook them and
prepare them.
In the new Cooking from the Earth, learn to cook with
the seasons through 80 recipes. Reference books, with
gorgeous photographs and illustrations by Jean-Claude
Amiel, in a lavish and splendid presentation.
Also available:
Cooking from the Sea
Rights sold : Dutch
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The cocktail book
Florian Thireau,
Bénédicte Bortoli

A technical book aimed at professionals
and cocktail geeks. Chef bartender Florian
Thireau is the new star in the cocktail

Hardbound
170 x 225 mm
384 pages
82,800 words
€35
2020

world. With him, cocktails are entering a
new level of High Gastronomy.

Iconic Whisky
Cyrille Mald,
Alexandre Vingtier
Softbound with flaps
150 x 210 mm
422 pages
58,300 words
€24.90
Updated edition in 2017

45,000 copies sold
1,000 whiskies from all around the world in a handy
and very visual way. Information on distillation,
casks finish, methods of tasting, conversion tables,
the roads of whisky… everything one needs to know
about this mythical drink. The book also includes
advice on how to associate whisky and dishes, events
calendars, itineraries, pronunciation…
Rights sold: English, German, Dutch, Italian, Russian,
Simplified Chinese, Spanish

In Search of Tea
François-Xavier Delmas

François-Xavier Delmas, invites us on a
journey to all things tea. As he travels to

Softbound
250 x 195 mm (landscape)
224 pages
22,500 words
€25
2020

plantations around the world in search
of the rarest teas, he shares his passion
and experience, his insights and extensive
knowledge.
Rights sold: English

Coffee Culture
Christophe Servell,
Terres de café
Hardbound
190 x 255 mm
224 pages
31,000 words
€25
2018

An informative but also practical book, Coffee
Culture is intended to be a tool for tasting, buying
and making coffee so as to ensure that coffee is a
source of genuine pleasure every day of the week.
By the founder of Terres de café, a French retail chain,
by Christophe Servell.
Rights sold: Simplified Chinese
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From one shore to the other
Jérôme Bryon, Thomas Dhellemmes,
Brice Braastad, Luc Manago, Patrick
Messina, Patrick Wald Lasowski

A visual and literary journey to two
Chanel-owned Bordeaux vineyards in
France’s Gironde estuary, Château RauzanSegla and Château Canon. A unique and

Hardbound
284 x 366 mm
272 pages
13,000 words
150€
2020

luxurious book for wine lovers.

Clos Vineyards
Benjamin Darreau

The legendary wines of Clos vineyards have
long captivated wine lovers throughout the

Hardbound in a slipbox
245 x 340 mm
224 pages
46,000 words
€150
2019

world. This book gives us a tour of twenty
great clos vineyards from the perspective
of the landowners and estate managers.
Exploring the history of the estates as well
as winemaking savoir-faire—the gravel, soil,
varietals, and harvests—it examines in detail
the exceptional character of the parcels and
vintages in a fascinating look at why these
world-famous wines are so truly unique.

Essential Winegrowers
Jérémy Cukierman,
Leif Carlsson
Hardbound
210 x 275 mm
400 pages
130,000 words
€65
2019

Meet the greatest winegrowers of the
world, those who have changed viticulture
and the maturing of wine. 26 portraits of
emblematic, pioneering men and women,
who have reached excellence thanks to
their intuition, their experience and their
perseverance. Discover exceptional soils and
visit unusual places thanks to magnificent
photographs.
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French New Wave
Jean-Emmanuel Deluxe

A portrait of the years 1978 to 1988 in
France and its intense cultural life.

Softbound
150 x 230 mm
256 pages
€27

Following the punk wave, the new
generation was all about being modern.
Its music is now cult as some of the most
prominent contemporary artists have
emerged in these intense years.

Total Geek-Art
Thomas Olivri

All the Geek-Art volumes in one collector
and limited edition. This compilation

195 x 250 mm
416 pages
45,000 words
€39.95
Fall 2019

of 416 pages collects the work of nearly
80 painters, illustrators, sculptors to offer
an international artistic anthology of pop
culture.
Rights sold: English

Also available:
Geek-Art vol. 1, 2, 3

Bad Sharks
Alexis Prevost, Claude Gaillard,
Fred Pizzoferrato

After its huge international success, Jaws has
continuously inspired, for the best (sometimes) and
the worst (often), the global appetite for aquatic

189 x 260 mm
216 pages
50,000 words
€29.95
2018

monsters, giving birth to a subgenre of cinema still
viable today “sharksploitation”. This richly illustrated
book offers the first comprehensive study of this
phenomenon.
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Bambi
Nathalie Lété

This new edition, illustrated by Nathalie Lété’s
drawings, gracefully and lively restores all its poetry

165 x 240 mm
208 pages
35,000 words
€24.95
2017

and strength to the classic tale.

Also available:
Seasons

The Little Prince: the Encyclopaedia
Christophe Quillien

This illustrated encyclopaedia includes all the facets
of The Little Prince: its writing and publication, rare

180 x 230 mm
208 pages
47,000 words
€34.95
2015

drawings, photos of the original manuscript and the
secret of the unpublished chapter. An exceptional
album to celebrate a cult book that has marked
generations of readers, and one of the greatest heroes
of all time.
Rights sold: Japanese, Korean, Russian, Spanish,
Chinese
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